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Differential EvolutionIn the real time operation of power markets under deregulation, electricity price forecasting, profit based
unit commitment (PBUC) and optimal bidding strategy are important problems. Among these, the PBUC
problem is one of the important combinatorial optimization problems. The objective of generating com-
panies (GENCOs) is to maximize their profit. In this article, a hybrid Lagrange Relaxation (LR)–Differential
Evolution (DE) is proposed for solving the PBUC problem. In the proposed hybrid method, the LR is
applied to solve the unit commitment problem and the DE algorithm is used to update the Lagrange mul-
tipliers. At each stage, secant method is used to solve economic dispatch (ED) problem. The proposed
method is tested on 3-units, 10-units and 20-units systems. The simulation results are compared with
existing methods available in the literature. The results demonstrate the superiority of the present
method over the previous methods in terms of profit and computational time.
 2016 Karabuk University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The operation of power system has been changed worldwide
from vertically integrated operation to deregulation. Electricity
price forecasting, Profit Based Unit Commitment (PBUC) and bid-
ding strategy play a dominant role for generating companies,
who participate in competitive markets for maximizing their profit
[1]. In the deregulation, the structure of power system operation is
shown in Fig. 1.
Unit Commitment (UC) problem is one of the combinatorial
optimization problems with soft and hard constraints [3]. Different
algorithms have been suggested in the past to solve the UC prob-
lem [2]. In the deregulated power markets, the generators are
scheduled to maximize their profit. While committing the units,
it is not necessary to satisfy the power demand. Independent sys-
tem operator (ISO) takes the responsibility to monitor the opera-
tion of power system. The PBUC evaluates power and reserve
which can be offered in the market to get the maximum profit.1.1. Literature survey
Conventional, bio-inspired algorithms and hybrid methods by
combining conventional algorithms and stochastic search algo-
rithms have been proposed for solving the PBUC problem [24].
The list of all these techniques are provided in Table 1.1.2. Motivation
The deregulation in power markets creates a competition
among the generating companies to get more profit. The bids and
offers must be cleared and settled in a shorter duration. It is found
in the literature that most of the existing algorithms provide solu-
tion with more computational time. Also, it is evident from the sur-
vey of literature that the profit of the GENCOs can be improved by
updating the Lagrange multipliers. The hybrid algorithms may pro-
vide good solution. It is observed from the literature that (i) The LR
is an efficient algorithm to solve the unit commitment problem
[23], but it suffers in providing global optimal solution due to the
oscillatory behavior, while updating the Lagrange multipliers. In
this context, stochastic search algorithms have been adopted to
update the Lagrange multipliers for getting the best solution in
terms of profit, (ii) The DE algorithm provides a global solution
along with considerable computational time [14]. The key advan-
tages of the DE algorithm are provided in Section 3. These twon, Eng.
Fig. 1. The structure of power system operation in deregulation.
Table 1
Methods to solve the PBUC problem.
Category Method Reference
Conventional Dynamic Programming (DP) [8]
Lagrange Relaxation (LR) [11]
Improved Pre-prepared Power demand table and
Muller method (IPPD & Muller)
[3]
Bio-Inspired Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [23]
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [24]
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [10]
Nodal Ant Colony Optimization (NACO) [12]
Simulated Annealing (SA) [18]
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [22]
Binary Fireworks(BF) [4]
Hybrid LR-GA [17]
LR-PSO [16]
LR-EP [11]
LR-NACO [12]
Fig. 2. Flowchart of Differential Evolution.
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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being presented in this paper. The code of proposed algorithm is
executed in MATLAB (2016 A) on personal laptop with i5, 16 GB
RAM.Please cite this article in press as: A.V.V. Sudhakar et al., Profit based unit comm
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The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
mathematical formulation of the PBUC problem. A brief description
about objective function and set of constraints used is given. A
short note on mathematical tools (LR, Secant method and DE) is
provided in Section 3. These algorithms have been used in the past
for solving the unit commitment problem [15] and economic dis-
patch problem [21]. Development of the proposed method is pre-
sented in Section 4. The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is
shown in Fig. 3. Three case studies are considered in Section 5 to
test the applicability of the proposed algorithm and finally conclu-
sions are provided in Section 6.
2. Profit based unit commitment (PBUC)
The PBUC in the deregulated power markets is to maximize
profit of the suppliers who participate in the energy brokerage.
Independent system operator (ISO) is responsible to match the
supply and the power demand. It establishes the competition
among the generation companies. Therefore, suppliers will sched-itment for GENCOs using Lagrange Relaxation–Differential Evolution, Eng.
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price.
2.1. Objective function
The profit of the generating company is the difference between
the revenue and the total fuel cost. The revenue and the total fuel
cost can be calculated, based on the forecasted values of power
demand, price and reserve power. Hence, forecasted powers and
reserves of the GENCOs play a vital role in profit maximization.
The PBUC problem formulation is as follows:
Maximize:Profit ðPFÞ ¼ Revenue ðRVÞ  Total operating cost ðTCÞ
or
Minimize:ðTC  RVÞ
Revenue of the GENCOs depends on strategies of selling power
and reserve. The amount of power and reserve sold depends on the
way reserve payments are made. There are two methods of reserve
payment: (A) Payment for power delivered and (B) Payment for
reserve power allocated. In this paper, payment for power deliv-
ered is considered.
The revenue and total operating cost can be calculated as
follows:
Revenue;RV ¼
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
ðPit  SPtÞ  Xit þ
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
r  RPt  Rit  Xit ð1Þ
where
Pit: Output power of ith generator at tth hour (MW)
SPt: Forecasted spot price ($/MWh) at tth hour
Xit: Status of the unit (ON/OFF)+
R: Probability that the reserve is called and generated
RPt: Forecasted reserve price ($/MW) at tth hour
Rit: Reserve power of ith generator at tth hour (MW)
N: Total number of units
T: Total number of hours
The total operating cost (TC) is the sum of fuel cost for both
power and reserve power generation, FðPit þ RitÞ; and startup/shut-
down cost of all the units.
Total operating cost; TC ¼ ð1 rÞ
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
FðPitÞ  Xit
þ r
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
FðPit þ RitÞ  Xit þ ST  Xit ð2Þ
where ST is startup cost ($) and FðPitÞ represents fuel cost of ith gen-
erating unit during tth interval and is expressed as follows:
FðPitÞ ¼ ai þ bi  Pit þ ci  P2it ð3Þ
where ai, bi, and ci are fuel cost coefficients of ith generating unit ($,
$/MW, $/MW2 respectively).
The startup cost of ith generating unit can be expressed as
follows:
STi ¼
HSUi; T
t
i;off 6 Ti;down þ Ti;cold
CSUi; T
t
i;off P Ti;down þ Ti;cold
(
ð4Þ
where
CSUi: Cold start-up cost of ith generating unit($)
HSUi: Hot start-up cost of ith generating unit($)
2.2. Constraints
The PBUC problem is subjected to various unit and system con-
straints and the constraints considered in this work are as follows:Please cite this article in press as: A.V.V. Sudhakar et al., Profit based unit comm
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The power demand and reserve constraints in restructured
power market are different from traditional UC problem. It is
expressed mathematically as follows:
XN
i¼1
Pit  Xit 6 D0t; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T: ð5Þ
where D0t is forecasted power demand at tth hour (MW)
2.2.2. Reserve constraint
The reserve power constraint can be expressed mathematically
as follows:
XN
i¼1
Rit  Xit 6 SR0t; t ¼ 1; . . . ; T: ð6Þ
where
Rit: Reserve power generation of ith unit during tth interval
SR0t: Total reserve power demand
2.2.3. Generator and reserve limits
A generating company has to generate power between its lower
and upper limits. Further, due to reliability necessities, generating
unit may pose maximum and minimum bounds on its reserve.
Pimin 6 Pi 6 Pimax; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ð7Þ
0 6 Ri 6 Pimax  Pimin; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð8Þ
Ri þ Pi < Pimax; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð9Þ
where Pimin and Pimax are lower and upper limits of ith generator
(MW).
2.2.4. Minimum up and down time constraint
If the generating unit is committed already, there will be a min-
imum time to shut down. Similarly if the unit is already shut down,
there will be a minimum time to commit the unit. It can be math-
ematically expressed as follows:
Ti;on P Ti;up ð10Þ
Ti;off P Ti;down ð11Þ
where Ti,up, Ti,down are minimum up and down times of ith genera-
tor respectively.
Minimum up and minimum down time constraints are incorpo-
rated in the unit commitment by the following relations.
Xi;t ¼
1 if Ti;on < Ti;up
0 if Ti;off < Ti;down
0 or 1 otherwise
8><
>: ð12Þ3. Mathematical tools
In this section, a brief description about the mathematical tools
(Lagrange Relaxation, Secant method and Differential Evolution) is
provided.
3.1. Lagrange Relaxation
The LR method solves the PBUC problem by temporarily relax-
ing the coupling constraints. It uses dual optimization technique
which minimizes the Lagrange function (L) with respect to
Lagrange multipliers (kt;lt), while maximizing the profit with
respect to the control variables (Pit , Rit and Xit). The Lagrange func-itment for GENCOs using Lagrange Relaxation–Differential Evolution, Eng.
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Eq. (13). The formulated equations have been taken from [11] and
are given for understanding the LR method for unit commitment
problem.
The Lagrange function is modeled for the given objective func-
tion with the set of constraints considered are:
L ¼ ð1 rÞ
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
FðPitÞ  Xit þ r
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
FðPit þ RitÞ  Xit
þ ST  Xit 
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
ðPit  SPtÞ  Xit 
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
r  RPt  Rit  Xit

XT
t¼1
kt  ðD0t 
XN
i¼1
Pit  XitÞ 
XT
t¼1
lt  ðSR0t 
XN
i¼1
Rit  XitÞ: ð13Þ
The modified Lagrange function by neglecting the constant
terms can be expressed as follows:
L ¼
XN
i¼1
XT
t¼1
ð1 rÞ  FðPitÞ þ r  FðPit þ RitÞ þ ST
Pit  SPt  r  RPt  Rit þ kt  Pit: þ lt  Rit
 
 Xit
" #
ð14Þ
The minimum of Eq. (15) can be calculated by solving the min-
imum value of each unit during the time periods and re-written as
follows:
Min:qðk;lÞ
¼
XN
i¼1
min
XT
t¼1
ð1 rÞ  FðPitÞ þ r  FðPit þ RitÞ
þST  Pit  SPt  r  RPt  Rit þ kt  Pit: þ lt  Rit
 
 Xit
ð15Þ
The constrained minimum of Lagrange function (L) for each
generating unit is determined to obtain Pit and Rit using two state
dynamic programming. It is mathematically indicated as follows:
K ¼ ð1 rÞ  FðPitÞ þ r  FðPit þ RitÞ  Pit  SPt  r  RPt  Rit þ kt  Pit:
þ lt  Rit ð16Þ
The minimum of the function is calculated by taking the first
derivative of the Eq. (17) and equating it to zero. It can be written
as follows:
@K
@Pit
¼ 0 and @K
@Rit
¼ 0 ð17Þ
The power and reserve are obtained by solving Eq. (18) is given
as follows:
Pit ¼ 11 r ðAit  r  BitÞ ð18Þ
Rit ¼ 11 r ðAit þ BitÞ ð19Þ
The power and reserve are expressed as follows:
Pit
Rit
 
¼ 1
1 r
1 r
1 1
 
Ait
Bit
 
ð20Þ
where
Ait ¼ SPt  kt  bi2Ci ð21Þ
Bit ¼
rRPtlt
r
 
 bi
2Ci
ð22Þ3.2. Secant method
It is a root finding algorithm [5] that uses the succession of the
roots of the secant lines to the better approximate the root of aPlease cite this article in press as: A.V.V. Sudhakar et al., Profit based unit comm
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assumed approximately linear in the local region of interest and
uses the zero crossing over the line connecting to the limits of
the interval to find the new reference point. The next iteration
starts from evaluating the function at the new reference point
and then forms another line. This process is repeated till the root
of the polynomial is found.3.3. Differential Evolution
In 1995, Price and Storn introduced a new evolutionary algo-
rithm for global optimization and named it as Differential Evolu-
tion [25]. In this algorithm, new off-springs are generated from
parent chromosomes using differential operator, instead of classi-
cal crossover or mutation.
The chief advantages of this algorithm are (i) easy implementa-
tion, (ii) negligible parameter tuning. The DE algorithm has been
implemented in many engineering applications [9,14,15].
The basic stages involved in the DE algorithm are shown in
Fig. 2.4. Development of LR-Secant-DE hybrid algorithm
There are three stages involved in the proposed hybrid
LR-Secant-DE algorithm to solve the PBUC in the deregulation.4.1. Unit commitment
From the Eqs. (19) and (20), the output power and reserve are
evaluated. Status of the unit is determined using the conditions
given as follows:
If the constrained minimum function (K) given in Eq. (17) is less
than zero, then the status of unit is ‘ON’, otherwise the status of
unit is ‘OFF’.
If the committed units have excess reserve, de-commitment of
units is necessary for gaining more economical benefits. When
there is excessive spinning reserve, the following steps are used
to de-commit the units.
Step 1: The schedule of committed units is determined.
Step 2: The last ‘ON’ state unit is de-committed in the schedule
and the spinning reserve is verified. If it is satisfied, then
the status of that unit is ‘OFF’.
Step 3: The above procedure is repeated until the spinning reserve
constraint is satisfied.
If any unit violates the minimum uptime or downtime con-
straints, those constraints are adjusted by the method mentioned
in [3]. The dual cost (q) is calculated from the status of units, if
the solution is feasible. For all committed units, the ED problem
is solved and then primal cost (J) is calculated. Economic dispatch
(ED) is a sub-problem of the unit commitment. The ED problem can
be solved by using any one of the root finding techniques. Here,
Secant method is used to solve the ED problem. In the initial phase,
the status of units is evaluated using the LR method. The dual cost
for the given lambda is found. In order to calculate the primal cost,
the ED problem is solved using the secant method [26]. The primal
cost is evaluated once the output powers are calculated. Subse-
quently, the duality gap is found.4.2. Lagrange multipliers updation
In this article, the DE algorithm is used to update the Lagrange
multipliers. The basic stages involved in the DE algorithm are pro-itment for GENCOs using Lagrange Relaxation–Differential Evolution, Eng.
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the Lagrange multipliers is given below.
Step I: At each hour, specific number of Lagrange multipliers
(lambda) is taken. The range of the Lagrange multipliers depends
on complexity of the problem.
Step II: The lambda values are randomly generated between the
limits known as population.
Step III: For the selected lambda values, the schedule of units is
evaluated using the LR method and then the primal and the dual
cost are calculated for all values of lambda’s. The duality gap is also
found.
Step IV: The duality gap between the primal cost and dual cost
for each lambda is taken as fitness function.
Duality Gap ðeÞ ¼ ðJ  qÞ
q
ð23Þ
Step V: The Lagrange multipliers are updated to get the mini-
mum duality gap.
Step VI: The algorithm will be terminated when the stopping
criteria is satisfied. The stopping criterion in the present algorithm
is number of generations and accuracy of the duality gap.
The complete procedure is shown in Fig. 3.
5. Simulation results
The code of the suggested hybrid algorithm has been developed
in MATLAB (2016). In order to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed technique, it has been tested on 3-units, 10-units and 20-
units systems. In the bio-inspired algorithms, the performance of
convergence can be improved by selecting the control parameters.Table 2
Control parameters.
S. No. Parameter Value
1 Population size, NP 100
2 Crossover Ratio, CR 0.6
3 Mutation Constant, F 0.7
4 Maximum number of iterations, itermax 500
Table 3
Output powers, reserve powers and profit of 3-units 12-h system.
Hour Traditional Unit Commitment
Power (MW) Reserve (MW) Profit($)
U 1 U 2 U 3 U 1 U 2 U 3
1 0 100 70 0 0 20 126.5
2 0 100 150 0 0 25 352.9
3 0 200 200 0 40 0 103.6
4 0 320 200 0 55 0 303.1
5 100 400 200 70 0 0 -363.2
6 450 400 200 95 0 0 1017.8
7 500 400 200 100 0 0 1040.9
8 200 400 200 80 0 0 548.4
9 100 350 200 15 50 0 308.1
10 100 100 130 0 0 35 91.1
11 100 100 200 0 40 0 159.7
12 100 250 200 0 55 0 359.9
Total 4048.8
Table 4
Comparison of PBUC results for 3-units 12-h system.
S. No Method Profit ($) Excess pr
1 LR-GA [17] 9021.3 53.06
2 LR-EP[11] 9074.3 0.06
3 LR-HF [6] 8973.3 101.06
4 LR-Secant-DE 9074.36 –
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parameters are selected for which the maximum profit is obtained.
The control parameters which yield maximum profit are shown in
Table 2.5.1. Case study 1
The unit data, forecasted power demand, spot price and reserve
power prices for 3-units 12-h system are taken from [11]. Based on
the forecasted spot price, power demand and reserve power, the
proposed method is used to develop dispatch 12 h schedule for a
3-units system. The dispatch schedule of 3-units 12-hour system
by traditional unit commitment and PUBC for case study 1 is given
in Table 3. The total profit attained by LR-Secant-DE is $9074.36
and profit for each hour is also provided in Table 3.
The powers, reserves and profit of the traditional unit commit-
ment method and proposed method at a reserve probability (r) of
0.005 are provided in Table 3. In case study 1, the third unit is the
most economical unit therefore this unit is at priority 1 and second
unit is ‘ON’, if the forecasted price increases. First unit is ‘OFF’ forProfit Based Unit Commitment (Payment method A)
Power (MW) Reserve (MW) Profit($)
U 1 U 2 U 3 U 1 U 2 U3
0 0 170 0 0 20 531.4
0 0 200 0 0 0 570
0 0 200 0 0 0 300
0 0 200 0 0 0 390
0 379.8 200 0 20.2 0 201
0 400 200 0 0 0 1350
0 400 200 0 0 0 1380
0 400 200 0 0 0 990
0 400 200 0 0 0 810
0 130 200 0 35 0 818.1
0 200 200 0 40 0 804.63
0 350 200 0 50 0 929.23
9074.36
ofit ($) by the proposed method Computational Time in seconds
–
–
–
1.2
Fig. 4. Duality gaps of a 3-units 12-h system at different hours.
itment for GENCOs using Lagrange Relaxation–Differential Evolution, Eng.
Table 6
Profit of a 10-units 24-h system at different reserve probabilities.
S. No. Reserve probability Profit ($)
LRDE
1 0.005 107710.5
2 0.010 108260.5
3 0.015 108820.5
4 0.020 109380.5
5 0.025 109930.5
6 0.030 110490.5
7 0.035 111050.5
8 0.040 111600.5
9 0.045 112160.5
10 0.050 112715.26
Fig. 5. Convergence characteristic of ED by secant method.
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enue and profit reduces. Results obtained by proposed method,
LR-GA, LR-EP, and LR-HF are given in Table 4.
Duality gaps of 3-units system at different hours is presented in
Fig. 4.
It is evident from the Fig. 4 that duality gap is very low, which
indicates the proposed method is producing better results.
Convergence characteristic of ED by Secant method is shown in
Fig. 5.
From the above discussion, tabular and graphical representa-
tions, it is proved that the proposed method is better than LR-GA,
LR-EP, and LR-HF in terms of profit.
5.2. Case study 2
The unit data, forecasted power demand, spot price and reserve
power prices for 10-units 24-h system are taken from [11]. In thisTable 5
Output powers and reserve powers of 10-units 24-h system.
Profit Based Unit Commitment (r = 0.05, Reserve Price = 5⁄ Spot Price)
Hour Output Powers (MW)
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P
1 455 245 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 455 295 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 455 395 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 455 365 130 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 455 415 130 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 455 385 130 130 0 0 0 0 0
7 455 435 130 130 0 0 0 0 0
8 455 455 130 130 30.01 0 0 0 0
9 455 455 130 130 130.01 0 0 0 0
10 455 455 130 130 162 68.01 0 0 0
11 455 455 130 130 162 80 38 0 0
12 455 455 130 130 162 80 33 55 0
13 455 455 130 130 162 68.01 0 0 0
14 455 455 130 130 130.01 0 0 0 0
15 455 455 130 130 30.01 0 0 0 0
16 455 335 130 130 0 0 0 0 0
17 455 415 130 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 455 385 130 130 0 0 0 0 0
19 455 455 130 130 30.01 0 0 0 0
20 455 455 130 130 162 68.01 0 0 0
21 455 455 130 130 130.01 0 0 0 0
22 455 385 130 130 0 0 0 0 0
23 455 445 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 455 345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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cability of the proposed method for solving the UC problem with
mixed generating units system.Reserve Powers (MW)
9 P10 R1 R2 R3-R4 R5 R6 R7 R8-R10
0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 75 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 90 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 118.27 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0
0 0 11.99 0 0 12 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 47 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 52 0
0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0
0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 118.27 0 0 0
0 0 105 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 118.27 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0
0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0
0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 80 0 0 0 0 0
itment for GENCOs using Lagrange Relaxation–Differential Evolution, Eng.
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the proposed LR-Secant-DE method is used to develop dispatch
24 h schedule for a 10-units system. The dispatch schedule of
10-units 24-hour system for case study 2 is given in Table 5.
The effect of probability that reserve power is called and
generated is tested on a 10-units 24-h system at different reserve
probabilities and profits obtained are provided in Table 6.
The graphical comparison of forecasted power demand, power
generated by the proposed method is given in Fig. 6.
The total fuel cost, start-up cost, revenue and profit for each
hour calculated are shown in Table 7.
The revenue generated by the proposed method is $646436.9,
the fuel cost spent is $531941.6243 and startup cost is $1780,
which yields a profit of $112715.26.
Results obtained by the proposed method and various methods
are presented in Table 8.
Results obtained by PPSO, NACO, PABC, AIS-GA, ICA, CCIA, PSO,
BFSA, MAM and proposed LR-Secant-DE methods are presented inTable 7
Fuel cost ($), Revenue ($), start-up cost ($), profit ($) of the proposed method.
Hour Revenue Fuel Cost
1 15892.58682 13744.14133
2 16912.46925 14619.99292
3 19981.5 16354.46025
4 22027.125 18747.63565
5 23482.5 19578.97115
6 25646.625 21940.65215
7 25987.5 22772.57665
8 27244.69109 24273.01158
9 29822.56458 26217.58979
10 41178.25643 28782.40795
11 42571.8 29047.97787
12 44689.8 29047.97787
13 32767.2 26851.60987
14 32046.17685 26217.58979
15 27675.19411 24273.01158
16 24000.32495 21097.03919
17 25698.75 22492.31225
18 24640.875 21940.65215
19 25974 23105.75875
20 26500.5 23105.75875
21 27027 23105.75875
22 25646.625 21940.65215
23 20531.875 17186.67925
24 18490.94896 15497.40662
Total 646436.888 531941.6243
Fig. 6. Forecasted power demand, power
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DE method with other methods is reported with the help of
description, tables and figures. The total profit obtained by pro-
posed method is $112715.26, which is higher than the profit of
other methods mentioned in the Table 8.5.3. Case study 3
The proposed hybrid method has also been tested on a 20-units
system in order to test the applicability of the proposed method for
large scale systems. The fuel cost data is obtained by duplicating
the 10-unit system data.
Tables 9 and 10 present the best output power and reserve
power generation schedules of a 20-units 24-h system obtained
by the proposed LR-Secant-DE method. From Tables 9 and 10 it
is understood that the unit commitment schedules are prepared
by considering profit maximization of generating companies as
the priority.Start-up Cost Total Fuel Cost Profit
0 13744.14133 2148.445491
0 14619.99292 2292.476323
0 16354.46025 3627.03975
900 19647.63565 2379.48935
0 19578.97115 3903.52885
260 22200.65215 3445.97285
0 22772.57665 3214.92335
60 24273.01158 2911.679514
0 26217.58979 3604.974789
0 28782.40795 12395.84848
0 29047.97787 13523.82213
0 29047.97787 15641.82213
0 26851.60987 5915.59013
0 26217.58979 5828.58706
0 24273.01158 3402.182534
560 21657.03919 2343.285759
0 22492.31225 3206.43775
0 21940.65215 2700.22285
0 23105.75875 2868.24125
0 23105.75875 3394.74125
0 23105.75875 3921.24125
0 21940.65215 3705.97285
0 17186.67925 3345.19575
0 15497.40662 2993.542339
1780 533661.6243 112715.2638
generated by the proposed method.
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Table 10
Reserve powers (MW) of 20-units by the proposed method.
Hour R1-R2 R3-R4 R5-R8 R9 R10 R11-R12 R13-R20
1 0 69.99627 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 74.99695 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 60 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 25 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 40 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 101.99 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 31.996 31.996 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 11.9951 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 11.9951 0
14 0 0 0 31.996 31.996 0 0
15 0 0 0 101.99 0 0 0
16 0 55 0 101.99 0 0 0
17 0 40 0 101.99 0 0 0
18 0 5 0 101.99 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 101.99 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 31.996 0 0 0
22 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
23 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
24 0 79.995 0 0 0 0 0
Table 9
Output powers (MW) of 20-units by the proposed method.
Hour P1-P2 P3-P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11-P12 P13-P20
1 455 245 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 455 295 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 455 395 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 455 430 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 455 415 130 130 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 455 450 130 130 130 0 0 0 0 0
7 455 435 130 130 130 130 0 0 0 0
8 455 455 130 130 130 130 60.00986 0 0 0
9 455 455 130 130 130 130 130.0039 130.0039 0 0
10 455 455 130 130 130 130 162 162 68.0049 0
11 455 455 130 130 130 130 162 162 80 0
12 455 455 130 130 130 130 162 162 80 0
13 455 455 130 130 130 130 162 162 68.0049 0
14 455 455 130 130 130 130 130.0039 130.0039 0 0
15 455 455 130 130 130 130 60.00986 0 0 0
16 455 400 130 130 130 130 60.00986 0 0 0
17 455 415 130 130 130 130 60.00986 0 0 0
18 455 450 130 130 130 130 60.00986 0 0 0
19 455 455 130 130 130 130 60.00986 0 0 0
20 455 455 130 130 130 130 162 0 0 0
21 455 455 130 130 130 130 130.0039 0 0 0
22 455 450 130 130 130 0 0 0 0 0
23 455 445 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 455 345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 8
Comparison of PBUC results for 10-unit 24-h system.
S. No Method Profit ($) Excess profit ($) Computational Time (Sec)
1 PPSO[13] 104556.23 8159.03 –
2 NACO[12] 105549.00 7166.26 –
3 PABC[10] 105878.00 6837.26 –
4 AIS-GA[27] 107316.11 5399.15 –
5 ICA[20] 107682.00 5033.26 –
6 CCIA[20] 107715.00 5000.26 –
7 PSO[16] 107838.53 4876.73 –
8 BFSA[19] 108950.12 3765.14 –
9 MAM[7] 109485.23 3230.03 –
10 Proposed method 112715.26 – 116
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Fig. 7. Fuel cost ($), Revenue, profit ($) of the proposed method.
Table 11
Fuel cost ($), Revenue, start-up cost ($), profit ($) of the proposed method.
Hour Revenue Fuel Cost Profit
1 31785.20864 27488.28818 4296.920461
2 33824.96648 29239.9903 4584.976188
3 39963 32708.9205 7254.0795
4 43318.125 36765.51788 6552.607125
5 46965 39157.9423 7807.0577
6 50547.375 43184.22327 7363.151725
7 51975 45545.1533 6429.8467
8 53724.98873 47963.01057 5761.978151
9 59644.93453 52434.95538 7209.979149
10 82356.31593 57564.61847 24791.69745
11 85143.6 58095.95574 27047.64426
12 89379.6 58095.95574 31283.64426
13 69027.78098 57564.61847 11463.16251
14 64092.14456 52434.95538 11657.18918
15 54573.91631 47963.01057 6610.905738
16 52249.06483 46131.64285 6117.421985
17 52632.53946 46630.75337 6001.78609
18 53317.06299 47796.37535 5520.687637
19 53846.26409 47963.01057 5883.25352
20 56670.3 49957.36862 6712.93138
21 57241.86815 49323.23644 7918.63171
22 50547.375 43184.22327 7363.151725
23 41063.75 34373.3585 6690.3915
24 36981.94404 30994.8204 5987.123634
Total 1310872.125 1082561.905 228310.2193
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are shown in Table 11.
The revenue, fuel cost and profit by the proposed method at
each hour are given in Fig. 7.
In PBUC, generating companies may generate power lesser than
the power demand based on the forecasted price to get more profit.
Hence, GENCO decides to turn ‘OFF’ units from 13–20 over the
complete 24-h and commit only 1–12 units resulting in higher
profit compared to committing all the 20 units. The total profit
obtained by LR-Secant-DE method for 20-units 24-h system is
$228310.2193.
6. Conclusions
A hybrid Lagrange Relaxation (LR)-Secant-Differential Evolution
(DE) method is presented in this paper to solve the profit based
Unit commitment problem for 3-units 12-hour, 10-units 24-h sys-
tem and 20-units 24-h systems. The unit commitment problem is
solved by LR for a given forecasted power demand, reserve andPlease cite this article in press as: A.V.V. Sudhakar et al., Profit based unit comm
Sci. Tech., Int. J. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jestch.2016.11.012forecasted price, the economic dispatch sub-problem for commit-
ted units is solved by Secant method and finally the DE algorithm
is used to update the Lagrange multipliers, based on the duality
gap between the primal and duality cost. The simulated results
show that LR-Secant-DE method produces better results in terms
of profit compared with existing methods available in the litera-
ture with less computational time. Based on the results obtained
with the proposed method, it is more suitable for practical applica-
tions in the deregulated power markets.Acknowledgement
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